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Board capability ratings for investors
The NED has been consulting far and wide on developing a fund board 
capability rating system to help investors over the last couple of months. The 
result of that consultation is to start this process with a form of recognition 
for those funds that have passed a threshold in constructing a board that 
investors can have confidence in.

We would like to find a way of rewarding those funds that have made the 
effort to construct impressive boards and, at the same time, to encourage 
others that are not in this category to do more to move on up into it.

The criteria to be used, to pass the threshold, will finalised at The NED’s 
London event on October 9. It is likely to be very much along the lines 
that The NED put out for consultation in its July issue (see page 10). Any 
alternative fund that meets the criteria selected will be designated by The 
NED as having met the required threshold and so will receive positive board 
capability rating from us.

The NED encourages subscribers to contact us with information on the 
boards on which they sit that they consider meet the threshold. We would 
like to offer those funds a corporate group subscription, for all their board 
members, just for the rate of a standard, individual one.   
 Continued on page 10 >>

Director selection: end the 
amateurism
Director selection offshore is still too often based on who you know, not what 
you know. References are not often checked and it still has the same clubby 
feel to it as it had decades ago. But the roles and responsibilities of directors 
have grown enormously since then. Shouldn’t there be more of a change in 
the way offshore fund directors are selected too?

There are now a few initiatives that have set out to change the way that 
things are done, but not many. Board Apprentice is one of them. Started by 
Charlotte Valeur, an independent fund director based in Jersey, it is ‘a not-
for-profit social franchise dedicated to increasing diversity on boards globally’. 
It is a mechanism for increasing diversity on to boards. It identifies and then 
places diverse candidates as board apprentices on boards for one year. 
Board Apprentice is in several jurisdictions including Cayman.

Nonetheless director selection offshore remains pretty random.

  Continued on page 12 >
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